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Introduction
One of the most inimical ways to debase a people is to
declare them cannibals - eaters of their own kind. The
assoc ia t ion between canniba l ism and immora l i ty ,
depravity, and base iniquiry has contributed to the long-
term interest in the behaviour. It has become a common-
place pejorative applied to exotic peoples, enemies, and
strangers - sometimes and, more innocuously perhaps,
to titillate fascination and, more sinisterly and more often,
to  dehumanise another  group.  Tuz in  (1983,  62)
charactenses the Ilahita Arapesh's (of northeastern New
Guinea) attitude towards the cannibalism of the down-
stream Sepik, ". . .  as an amused, faindy condescending
interest that is moral ly neutral in tone... 'and that those
who engage in such consumption are described as an
'another krnd of man'. The apparent relativism of this
statement, although lacking in obvious contempt or fezr,
provides the basis upon which dif ference could be
accentuated to justify actions at another time or under
different circumstances. The use of the term'cannibalism'
among both Europeans and non-Europeans (see
Strathern 1982, Rumsey 1999) to make a people less than
human - with real social and political consequences for
those so-labeiled - prompted Arens (1979) to deny that
the behaviour had ever been practised. Others have
argued that it did occur upon occasion in a number of
circumstances and for a varietv of reasons. About the
same ume thar Arens was writ ing, for example, Marvin
Harris (1977, 126) remarked thar:
As recendy as f i fry or a hundred years ago, small-scale sacri f ice
of prisoners of war and the redistribution of their flesh were
common practices in hundreds of pre-state socierie s scattered
across Afr ica sourh of the Sahara, South-East Asia, Malaysia,
Indonesia, and Oceania. I have reason to believe, however, that
e n r i n n  h " - ^ '  f l ' s h  w a s  n e v e r  a n  i m n , r r t a n f  2 s n e c f  o f  t h e- - . ^ . . f ,  u r  r r  r l r r H v L L a r l  a J y L L L  v l
redistributive feasts in the culture which immediatelv preceded
the rise of states in Mesopotamia, Egvpt, India, CLrina, or Europe .
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pread occurrence of cannibalism, he also provides a social
context for the behaviour.
Since l i terarv accounts of purported cannibal ism
^ppe^r to defy even the most probing textual and inter-
textual analyses, an obvious complement to this literature
is the study of the physical evidence for the behaviour as
recovered from archaeological remains. Since archaeo-
logical studies also produce texts, thev are not immune
from the same Literary polemic of other written accounts,
however .  Many of  the ear iy  accounts  based on
archaeological remains interpreted bone breakage as
result ing from cannibal ism before rhe fui l  range of
archaeological signatures of the behaviour could be
disunguished from others. Early on) an apparent absence
or rariry of formal burials and scattered and broken human
bones found on sites was enough to suggest that corpses
had either been exposed or cannibal jsed (Clark 1.962,
Ucko 1969) .
In an otherwise very descriptive and matter-of-fact
account of the strata and features excavated at the
Chadbury Camp hi l l fort in Dorset, England, when
\X/hit ley (1943, 103) addresses herself  to the human
rernains encountered, she writes:
The floor [of what was interpreted to be the remnants of a
wooden hut] was made up of a laver of fine trampled mud, but
over everything a mass of human and arumal bones, potterv,
and charcoal lay scattered about in great confusion.. Thev [the
human remains] were not in articulation, so could not have bee n
in situ, but may be the remains of ezrly defenders of the rampart
subsequendy disturbed by the burlders of the hut; human bones
were actually found in the packing of one of the post-holes, so
thev must have been lying abour when the hut was built.
Cannibalism is another possible explanation; in anv case, the
phenomenon provides a striking instance of the casual treatment
of human remains after death. .
From the frequent occurrence of such assessments, i t
seems many of them were simply suppositions that were
in vogue at a partJcular Ume to throw into stark contrast
the lives of ancestors and Deooles who r.vere at a far
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remove in borh space and ume and rhus, b'" '  implicauon,
cultural ly and social ly very dif ferent from ourseives.
AL re rna t i ve l v ,  r hey  cou ld  be  i n re rp re ted  as  un tes ted
hvpotheses.  ln  supporr  o I  rhe former  inrerprerat ion,  i r
seems that exposure and excarnation have superseded
cannibalism to explain the occurrence of scattered human
bones on sites (see, for exampie, Cunliffe 1,992,Hi11 1995,
Carr  and Knusel  1997) .  These sh i funs inrerpreradons
have less to do with the appearance and patterning of the
remains, but seem to draw their inspiration more from
general perceptions of past socieues and a desire to make
sense of apparently unburied and thus 'non-normative'
depositions of human remains - in many instances from
sites where the context is no longer clear.
Seve ra l  o f  t hese  ea r l y  assessmen ts  o f  supposed
cannibalism have been more recendy denied. E,arly on,
cannibaLism was invoked to explain the occurrence of
fragmented crania of the Zhoukou dtan Homo erefias
specimens. The occurrence of neurocranTa with broken
off viscero-cranial elements, found in conjunction with
burnt remains, longitudinally fractured hominid long
bones, and consistendy broken mandibulae were offered
as detining characterist ics ro support such an inrer-
pretation. It is now clear that the evidence for fue at
Zhoukoudian, one of the often-stated co-requisites for
cannibalism, has recently been demonstrated to be the
result of fluviale processes (Goidberg et a/. 2001). The
fragile nature of the viscero-cranial skeleton and the
absence of bona fde cutmarks on these remains seem to
deny an association with cannibalism and, instead, suggesr
a taphonomic process and carnivore feeding as res-
ponsible for their fragmented state (Binford and Ho 1985,
Binford and Stone 1986).
Similadv, in a more recent 7th century AD setting,
Brothwell (197I) argued that an rndividual known as Q1,
recovered from the Neolithic long mound at Nlaiden
Castle in Dorset, E,ngland flWheeler 1943, plate XLII),
had sustained mult iple injuries from an edged metal
'weapon and that circular traumatic cranral lesions had
resulted from a muti lat ing atrack. BrothweII ( ibid.)
surmised that they were unlikely to have been the result
of an attempt to remove the brain, as had previously been
suggested. This assessment relied as much on the pre-
sumed context and antiquity of such occurrences as they
did on evidence that could be uniquely associated with
the consumption of human f lesh and the systematic
refutation of alternatives (see Brothwell 1961 for similar
sentiments).
Although refutation of such pronouncements has also
occas ioned the re-analys is  o f  some ear ly -excavated
assemblages (see, for example, White and Toth I99I),
some early investigators were aware of the importance of
what, todav, are considered archaeological inCcators of
canniba[sm. In the 1870s, after examining human remains
from shell mrddens in the southern U.S. state of Florida,
Jefferies \) i lyman, Curator of the Peabody Nluseum,
Han'ard Universitv, suggested cannibal ism as being
responsible for disarticulated human remains found in
unusual burial circumsrances that had been broken in a
manner similar to that idenufied in animal remains found
in the same sites. Using ethnographic and ethnohistoric
accounts, he also suggested that signs of dismemberment
present in human remains, similar to those employed by
more recent Amerindians in animal carcass butcherv, wefe
also an rdenufiable feature of cannibalism (cited in Buiksrra,
forthcoming, \X/hite 1.992,10). \Xhat is compelling about
these eadier treatments is not only the easy alacrity with
which cannibalism'was interpreted in manv of them, but
the wide variation in the archaeological signatures used in
suppor t ing arguments .  A l though the former  is  less
obviously rhe case in more recent ver-rs, rhe variadon in
the latter has been retained to the presenr day. This
contribution addresses the nature of the physical evidence
for cannibalism, examines the protocols to support its
study, and considers a social context for the behaviour.
Archaeological arguments and e quifznalitj
In the last few years, cannibalisric behaviour has once
^gi ln  been pos i ted ro  have ex is ted among the
Neanderthals of the Nliddle (Fern)n dez-Jalvo et al. 1999,
Defleur et a|.1.999) and Upper Paiaeolithic (Andrews and
Fern6ndez-Jalvo 2003), in the Neolithic of France (Villa
and Math ieu 1991) ,  and among the Anasaz i  o f  the
American Southwest flVhite L992, Turner and Turner
1995, 1999), as well as to have been present among pre
and protohistoric Fijians, where the behaviour is recorded
by eady European visitors to rhe area (DeGusta 1999).
Given the wide geographic and temporal span covered, it
would seem thata practice once considered nothing more
than a means of dehumanising indigenous populations
during colonial expansion (see Arens 1979) was wide-
spread long before European colonisers took to the seas.
Moreover, cannibalism appears to have an established
legacy within Europe itself that stretches back to Middle
Palaeolitlr-,c populauons, some of which have been posited
to represent pre-saplens spectes on phylogenetic grounds.
There are other explanations for fragmented assem-
blages (see aiso Hudbut 2000). These include the dis-
turbance of  pr imary bur ia ls  (compost ) ,  customary
mortuary rites involving defleshing of rhe dead and/or
secondary burial, and peri-mortem torrure and mutilation
of  ind iv idua ls  or  o f  the corpse.  Some instances of
cannibalistic behaviour have been questioned and derued
on the grounds of physical examination of the remains
(DeGusta 2000) and on suspected misinterpretation of
the ethnographic record (I4urphy and Mallory 2000).
Trinkaus (1985) examined the Archatc Hamo sapiens
(I'.1 eandertal) Ift apin a matertal and argue d that th e inci s ed
marks on these remains were the result of defleshi"S Qf.
Russel l  1987a and b) as part of a mortuary r ire, an
interpretation also ievelled to explain similar occurrences
on the Archaic I{omo sapiens BoJo cranium $Vhite 1986)
and,  most  recent lv ,  on the St rv  53 cran ium.  a  la te
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Austrelopirhecine or earlv member of the genus I{omo
s n e c i m e n  l r r o m  S r e r L  f n n r e i n  S o r r r h  . \  F r i r - r  f P i c L , - r i nJ r l L r l r r v ^ r  r v d  \  , . - r r . . r , r $  f /
a/. 2000'5.
A number of researchers have argued that cutmarks
located in  the v ic in i rv  o f  jo inrs  represenr  ev idence of
immediate post-mortem dismemberment. Ethnographic
accounts of this behaviour abound (see Huntingdon and
Nletcalf  1991, 85, for a discussion of cleaning bones
among the Berawan of northern Borneo). In Europe,
medieval people retrieved the bones of saints for inclusion
in reliquaries or for separate interment elsewhere (Nlafart
et a/.2004). The bodies of saints were not only defleshed
and dismembered in these instances, but thel' were also
often boi led to aid this process (Brown 1981). Dismem-
berment of the dead may also be practiced as a form of
denigration of a defeated foe; Liston and Baker (1996),
Olsen and Shipman (1994), and Scott et a/. (2002) provrde
examples. Verano (1986, 2001) presents an excel lent
example of dismemberment related ro trophy collection
at the Moche Period site at Pacatnamu, Peru, r. 1100 AD,
where the left radius was removed irom three ritually
murdered indivrduals buried in a haphazard fashion. A
similar intent may be responsible for the 75 weapon-
injured, decapitated males from the pre-Roman Iron Age
site at Ribemont-sur-Ancre, d6partement de la Somme,
France (Brunaux 1998, Duday 1998). Injuries in these
instances are indicative of peri-mortem trauma (breakages
of bone that occur around the time of death) from stone
(Xfalker and Long 1,977, Shipman and Rose 1.983, Wahl
and I(onrg 1,987, Frayer 1997) and metal (see Berryman
and Symes 1998, Novak 2000, Boylston et al.  2000,
Boylston 2000,I(nirsel2005) weapons (tr ig. 17.1). I f  these
individuals had survived - even for a week or rwo's
duration - there would be signs of heahng in the form of
woven) porous bone around the site of injury, some of
which may be visible onlv through microscopic analysis
Figure 17.1. Close-up of peri-mortem trauma in the right ulna of
Towton 30 from the late medieual Battle of Towton (AD 146/).
Thisfractare possesses spalling (chzps remouedfrom the cortical bone
surface) associated witb apan1fracture (Photograph:A. R. Ogden
and the 'first autbor).
@arber 7929, 1930). These are then instances of peri-
moftem trauma that do not appear to involve con-
sumption of human flesh. Fragmentation and dismem-
berment of human corpses due to weapon or tool trauma,
however, might be expected to accompany cases of
denigration of the deceased, of which cannibalism may
also plav ^ part.
Cannibalism as metaphor
Cannibalism may be invoked in a metaphorical sense and
whether or not these references refer to the actual practice
in the past remains a question in manv parts of the world
(see Picker ing (1999)  for  a  d iscuss ion of  Aust ra l ian
Aborigrnal metaphors involving'cooked flesh' and Sahlins
(1985) on'cooked men'in Fi j ian society). In Papua New
Guinea, there is a popular tradition of cannibals having
lived in a distant time, and common speech draws on the
presumed existence of such individuals (see Goldman
1999). Strathern (1982) discusses the use of terms such as
'to eat '  to describe marriage, sexual intercourse, and
exchange among the Nlelpa of the \Testern Highlands of
New Guinea. In the context of a reprisal krlling in the
same area, the Big Man, Ongka (cited in Strathern 1979,
76), reports the following event:
They fthe men involved] prepared various stuffs which were
tough and prickly as adjuncts to their ritual... These things thev
scraped on to the pig's blood, cut the Livers into small pieces
over this, and made long sausages. The other meat thev seasoned
thoroughlv too and prepared to dance out with fine decorations
the next dav. They added shreds of parsiey and suet to the
spices thev had made. Finally, thev took our rhe speciai red
ochre powder and rubbed it all over the Livers. A big-man got
up, made small piles of all of this for each person and distributed
them to each man of the group. Then each man said he was
eaung a particular part of the man thev had kilted- his head,
tongue, liver, kidneys, leg, stomach, lower intestine, penis,
testicles. Thev name each part of his body, including the bones,
down to the last bit. Of course, they were actually only eating
th  e  n ioq '  1 i . r . " .
"^ '" r-5"
Sahlins (i985, 11,2-113) remarks on the same theme
in Polynesia. He writes, ". . .Polynesian social l i fe is a
universal pro ject of cannibalisme gdn,4ralisri, or even of endo-
cannibalism, since the people are genealogicaliy related to
their own 'natural '  means of subsistence." In these
societies major staple foods, like taro or the sweet potato,
are related to all else, including people, through common
descent. Thus by cooking these tubers in an oven, people
are in essence removingwhat is considered divine in them,
and by consuming them, cannibalise a human relation.
Simrlarly, the kaaa root that provides an infusion that is
consumed in the installation ceremony of Fijian rulers is
understood to be the 'child of the land' that is ritually
krl-led by spear thrusts (i.e.hawested), prepared and served
by young warriors ro the ruler (Sahlins 1985, 95ff . As
Sahlins (1983, BB) notes: "The problem, of course, is that
cannibalism is alwavs 'svmbolic'. even when it is 'real'."
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Canniba l ism is  rhus bound ,p  wi rh  nor ions or  r i rua l ,
magic, warfare and ceremony) as well as the practices
subsumed within these (Tuzin and Brown 1983). These
close l inks, though, do not necessari ly mean that al l
instances relate to mythic practices, but thev may provide
a context and cosmology for the act for those who engage
in it.
Archaeological indicators of cannibalism
Suitably rigorous methods for the study of compiex and
unusual peri-mortem treatment of human remains, at sites
where canniba l ism is  a  poss ib le  inrerpreradon,  have on ly
surfaced - gradually and in an accretional manner - within
the last ten to fifteen years. The field has developed to a
large extent in response ro the discovery oF human remains
in unusual ( i .e. non-normative) circumstances among
Anasazi sites in the American Southwest (rC. Vhite 1,992;
Turner 1993;Turner and Turner 1.992, 1993, I995, 1 999).
Individuals at these sites number berween one and thirry
plus, and they are found scattered within domestic
settings, such as on the floors of rooms within pueblo
compiexes or semi-subterranean pithouses. These are
considered unusual because they occur as multiple burials
in the same stratum, lack grave good inclusions, and
possess no standard body position or spatial location, a
pattern that is different from the contemporarv burial
norm in the region - what the Turners refer to as
'considerate burial' (Turner and Turner 1999,39ff.). In
their 1999 volum e, Mancorn: Cannibalism and Wolence in the
Prebistoric American Soutbwest, the Turners provide a
synthesis and gazetteer of the Anasazi sites that contain
these non-normative burials. They support the inter-
prerat ion o f  canniba l ism in  some,  whi le  deny ing i t  in
others based on the presence or absenc e of a series of
assemblage characteristics, including mosr fundamentaily
and most commonly, the presence of inrentional, peri-
mortem bone breakage, in addiuon to cutmarks, evidence
tor burnrng, anvi i  or hammerstone abrasions (Fig. 17.2),
and the absence or crushing of vertebrae to faciLitate the
recoverv of fat from these highi l '  cancel lous-f i l led
elements. Thev also address the context for the behaviour
using analogies drawn from sites in contemporary pre-
historic Mexico, where institutionaiised cannibalism was
practised, and from ethnographic accounts of animal
butcherv.
The Turners' longer-term research efforts have been
supplemented by White's (1992) book, Prebistoric
Cannibalism at Mancos 5MTLTR-2346,whtch is based on a
detailed analysis of a single site assemblage from Nlancos
Wash in southwestern Colorado, USA. Since the over-
arching theme of these studies is that people, like animals,
are used for food, S?'hite (1992,100) stressed the need to
integrate the physical anthropologist's detailed knowledge
of human anatomy with the zooarchaeologist's under-
standing of human-induced taphonomic factors. He
(1992, 108) outLined the important data categories that
support thrs type of study: preservation, fracture, tool-
marks, percussion, gnawing, burning and fragment
dimensions. Like the Turners, \White has also developed
criteria by which to identify cannibalism in the archaeo-
logical record. Because these authors worked in parallel,
the names of these features are similar but not identical,
although all are complem errtary and none are contra-
dictory.
White (1.992,425) identifies rwo main groupings of
features: those related to processing of human remains
and another set that relates to the extent of animal access
to the remains after processing. The first of these is heavilv
reliant on the mechanical properties of fresh bone to
characterise the nature and timing (i.t.peri-mortem or
post-mortem) of bone fragmentation. These include peri-
mortem fractures (fractures produced around the time of
death), including crarial remains exhibiring internal vault
reiease (bevel l ing of the endocranial surface of the
cranium) (see Fig. 17.3), inner conchoidal scars (in the
I:tgare / 7.2. A sheQ metapodial (an endo-cortical aiew of wbich appears in Fig. 7 7.4) beanng an impact scar (towards the left antl bottam
of tbe bone) and anuil abrasions (Photograph: the aathors).
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medul lary  cenal  t - , I  long bones f rom being broken wi rh  a
hammerstone)  (see F ig .  17. - l ) ,  c rush ing,  percuss ion p i rs
(again from hammerstones) (Fig. 17.2), adhering flakes
( f r o m  i m p a c t s  w i r h  t o o l s ) .  p e e l i n g  ( ' r w i g '  p e e l  o r
longitudinal spalls or bone spJinters from impacts) (Fig.
17.1), cutmarks, chopmarks, pol ishing (or 'pot pol ish') of
F rac tu red  ends  o I  bones ,  i n ten t i ona l  sc rap ing  (as  i n
drawing a blade over bone), p.tc,rssion striae (multiple
curvil-inear depressions from the use of a stone anvil) (Fig.
1.7.1), and burning. The most important feature added by
$7Lute (1992) is the impact or conchoidal scars that are
formed as part of the marrow extracrion processing of
bones and could thus be included with anvil abrasion
marks, which are also called striae and consist of multiple
Figure 17.3. The beuelforrned b1 intemaluault release in a cranium
from an anstratified indiuidual 7 from lbe battle of Towton
(Ph ongraph: Eric Houlder)
paraliel scratches (see Turner and Turner 1995, Fig. 4). In
a more recent study, Fernandez-Jalvo et a/. (1999) separate
percussion marks from chopmarks - rhe former relate to
marks left on a defleshed bone impacted to obtatn access
to the medullary canal,while the latter is a mark related to
the process of dismemberment.
Pot polish, a novel feature identified by White (1.992,
120-128)  and synonymous wi th  the Turners '  end-
polishing, has since been incorporated in the trait List bv
Turner and Turner (1999,20-21 and Figs. 2.7 md 2.8).
White (1992, 347, Ftg.13.3) also noted human rooth
puncture marks on human hand remains. These are
considered as complementary but not defining features
of cannibalised remains. Pot polish results from using a
bone fragment to scrape fat deposits from the inside of
ceramic vessels. This is a feature found in some, but not
al l ,  si te assemblages in the American Southwest (see
Turner and Turner 1999, Billman et al. 2000). White
(1992,I24) performed an experimental study using cervid
remains and ceramic vessels, but he noted that the extent
of  the po l ish ing seen was not  observed in  the
archaeological material. Nloreover, I(antner (1999, 84)
draws attention to the lack of experiments under vrhich
such pol ish might be produced under other circum-
stances, including post-deposit ional ones. Curiouslv,
human tooth punctures have not played a substantial role,
even given their apparently obvious importance (see
below). !7hrte (1992) also highlighted the importance of
distinguishing features related to animal activity from
those associated with human processing, such as the
muluple grooves produced by rodent incisors when thev
gnaw bones and the pits in the cort ical surface and
undedying cancellous bone produced by the teeth of
carnivores ('carnivore damage').
Figure /7.4.An innerconchoidal scarin the medullary canal of sheep metapodial (the sane e/ement a.r that in Fig.7.2). This is similarto
the beue/ seen in crania/ trauma (Photograph: C. Palmer and the aathors).
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Nlany of these features were anticipated and identified
bv Vil-la and colleagues (1 986a and b, 1988) in their ear[er
analysis of Fontbr6goua Cave, a habitation site dating to
the Eady and Middle Neo[thic and located in Provence,
France, where three adults, one adolescent) nvo children
and one child of indeterminate age were found (Villa and
Nlahieu 1991). As in the American Southwest, the remains
from Fontbr6goua dif fered in their placement and
treatment from contemporary normative burials. These
researchers compared human and non-human animai
remains found at the site and establ ished the near
contemporaneify of features through a combination of
con jo in ing exerc ises and non-ca l ibra ted C14 dates.  They
used scanning e lect ron miscroscopy to  d is t ingu ish
cutmarks on human and animal remains to Cistinguish
them from abrasions made by trampling, which are shallow
and mote dispersed than are those made with stone
implements. In addition, these authors characterised and
compared element frequency, peri-mortem bone breakage,
fracture, cutmark, impact scar, and discard pattefn
frequencies berween animal and human remains from the
site. They also recorded evidence for non-human gnawing
of remains in order to gauge the potential effect of non-
human animal activity in the creation of the assemblage.
Although they considered evidence for both boiling
and roasting of remains, they were not able to idenufy
either type of preparation through chromatographic
analysis of coilagen or through amino acid analysis directed
at determining if the bone had been heated to temperatures
greater than 150"C. In addit ion to these biochemical
considerations, another unique feature of these authors'
research is that they provided matched comparisons
berween cutmarks on human skeletal elements and those
found on the remains of various animal species represented
at the site based on their anatomical position. In this way,
they noted differing treatment of the scapula and crantal
remains based on anatomical differences between humans
and animals. but similarities in the treatment of all other
elements between dif ferent animal species. Human
patterns were not identical to any particular species, but
had similarities to animals of diverse size, ranging from
martens,  foxes,  badgers ,  and dogs to  wolves and
domesticated sheep, pigs, and cattle. The authors noted
the absence in some groups of remains of certain elements,
such as cr^{t7a) limb extremities or portions of the axial
skeleton. Compared to the vertebrae from non-human
species, human vertebrae wefe less well-represented at
the site, which the authors attribute to the selection of
parts for drffering uses, such as immediate consumption
at the site, as opposed to transport of some parts for
consumption els ewhete.
In summary, then, potential archaeological indicators
cannibalism are:
Human and animal remains found in the same context
and in  the same spat ia l  re la t ionsh ips ( through
recording and conjoining) meaning that the discard
history is similar.
2. Element representatton is similar between humans
and animals.
3. Patterns of bone modification are similar - cut and
chop marks,  percuss ion s t r iae,  anv i l  abras ions,
internal vault release (bevelling), adhering flakes, inner
conchoidal scars, crushing of cancelLous bone, and
peeling of cortical bone. The remains have these
features in the same frequencv and anatomicai
location.
4. Peri-mortem fractures are similar in both human and
faunal remains. These are indicative of processing to
retrieve marrow and brains for consumption.
5. Evidence for burnin g and/ or cooking of both whole
elements and of previously fractured elements. These
features relate to similar preparation of human and
non-human animal remains.
6. The presence of human tooth impressions.
Addiuonal observations act as covering arguments to
discount certain influences on the formation and appear-
ance of the assemblage. These include:
7. Little evidence of carnivore or rodent gnawing. As a
covering signature, the absence of such tends to
exclude other animal act ivi t ies in the processes
observed.
8. No age or sex dependent aspect of the assemblage -
both males and females, infants, children, adolescents,
and adults may be included in the palaeodemographic
profile (i.e. unlike battle-related sites, where males
predominate). In other words, in most cases the age-
at -death prof i le  is  most  l ike  a  catast rophic
palaeodemographic assemblage, one that includes
individuals of both sexes and all ages.
9. No evidence for mortuary ritual, such as care in the
placement and positioning of the deceased, grave cuts,
or burial treatment, or artefact inclusions that respect
the body.
Applicati.ons
Table 17.1 provides an over-view of assemblages of
human remains that  researchers  have analysed for
cannibalistic intent. Thev represent robust and holistic
treatments of human remains in their archaeological
context. The majoriry of these come from pubiished
journa l  ar t ic les ,  and some have been the subiect  o f
publication on more than a single occasion by different
researchers (ag. Cowboy Wash, Iftapina).
As can be seen from the table there are not only a
number of differences in the recording methods used,
but also in the tlpes of information recorded and how
this information is presented in the text. Perhaps one of
most obvious shortcomings of these studies is the lack of
combined human and animal remains analysis that would
permit direct comparisons berween assemblages from the
same site. This is despite the implicit understanding that
of
I .
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Fragmentation oJ-the Bod1,: Comestibles, Compost, or Customary Rite? 2 6 1
x ' V l e t h o d w o u 1 d h a v e b e e n f u l 1 y i n t e g r a t e d i f t a u n a l m a
x* Onlv idenrification of peeling whtch can be related to green bone fracture, but no systemic description of
fracture types.
*** Indeterminate due to weathering.
*t*x Hindered by gluing of fragments.
I'lote: Impact includes consideration of anvil marks.
Abbreuiations:
D - Discussion of animal remains but no direct comparison of data given (not given or material not available or
methods differ)
c = comparison with srmilar data derived from other analvses
LD = Limited Crect comparison - comparison of a selection of criteria using same methods
FI = Full direct comparison - animal and human material recorded with fuilf integrated methodology
SEM - Scanning Electron Microscopy employed to confirm difficult interpretation of surface features
LIIVI = Limited Conjoining carried out
EXT = Extensive conjoining carried out
IND = IJse of a index method to represent fragmentation level (e.g. ^  rau.o oro/o complete figures)
DAT = Ful1 data on degree of fragmentarion based on size classification of fragments
P /A - Presence absence of particular butchery/traama marks and burning
COD = Coded approximate position of identified butchery/trauma marks, fracture scars and burning
PIC = Pictorial record of exact position of identified butchery/trauma marks, fracture scars and brrrrii.rg
LEV = l,evel of burning recorded
POL = lVicroscopic analysis for "pot polish"
ALT = Signs of physical and chemical aiteration from cookin
Ke1 to Table 17.7.
in cases of cannibalism, people are treated like animals.
Sometimes, the lack of a combined analysis is due to the
lack of animal remains, as is the case for Sfhite's (1992)
study of Mancos 5MTUMR-2346 and the I(rapina
assemblage. This scarcity of animal assemblages also
influences the work of the Turners. In these instances,
researchers attempt to draw on contempofafy remains
from other sites, a practice that has been questioned by
Villa and Mahieu (1991) on the grounds that the excavated
materralmay have been collected using different protocols
and is thus not comparable. For example, the faunal
remains recovered from Combe Grenal, used for com-
parison with the remains from l(rapina, were limited to
articulations, and the excavators did not retain fragments
from long bone diaphyses. Moreover. due ro rhe selecrirre
nature of the I(rapina remains, no attempt was made to
characterise relat ive frequencies of fragmentation, a
feature that is fundamental to analysis.
The frequency and intensiry of fragmentadon permirs
comparison of the peri-mortem and taphonomic history
of human and animal bone assemblages. Interpretation
of these frequencies has produced the greatest con-
troversy and difference of opinion (see Villa et al. 1986a
and b; Viila and Mahieu 1,991,; WhLtte 1992; Turner 1993.
Turner and Turner 1995, 1999; Billman et al. 2000).
Turner (1995, see also Turnet and Turner 1999) has
suggested threshold percentages to support an inter-
pretation of cannibal,ism, but these have not been main-
tained in anv categorical way in more recenr treatmenrs
with studies tending to rely on direct comparisons of
frequencies between human and animal remains from the
same or othef neaf-contemporary site.
Archaezoologists often use the degree of frag-
mentation of animal remains to indicate intensity of
processing that may reflect the economic and environ-
mental context of their exploitation (see Outram 1999,
2003). DeGusta (1999) uses the same reasoning when he
notes that the difference between the Navatu cannibalised
remains and those from the American Southu/est is largelv
due to the apparent less intensive marrou/ exploitation of
the Fijian inhabitants, as represented in the frequency of
percussion pits and crushing. Presumably, the same would
apply to cannibalised humans where the intensity of
processing couid relate to the circumstances under which
human flesh was consumed, but would also be affected
by cultural practices that dictated the amount and poruons
of, and manner in which, humans could be consumed.
The studies in Table 17.1 rely on NISP (number of
idenufiable specimens) and MNI (minimum numbers of
individuals) as a means to record human remains, while
none rely on MNEs (minimum number of elements),
which is a standard treatmenr employed more recently bv
faunal analysts due to the fragmentary and disarticulated
nature of faunal assemblages. This method of analysis has
recendv been adopted bv the authors in conjunction with
^zonatton method of recording (Dobnev and Rei1l1,1988,
I(nusel and Outram 2004). The zonatron method
produces an NTINE,  that  is  a  bet ter  re f lec t ion o f
i
i
!,
h
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fepresentatlveness than the maximum number produced
by NISP and the minimum number produced by MNI.
verv few studies quantify the number of indeterminate
fragments. This results in an inabilitv to determine the
intensity of fragmentarion, as well  how this dif fers
between axial, mainly cancellous and thus fat-bearing
bones, and those tlom the appendicular skeieton with
their considerable cort ical bone coverage and endo_
cortical fat stores. \Tithout these, absent vertebrae could
be interpreted as a taphonomic signature due to lack of
preservation and/or animal activity or as the result of a
processing behaviour (see Outram 2001, Outram et a/.
2005). A tallv of fragment size and whether fraqments
come f rom rhe ax ia l  or  xppendicu lar  ske leron permir
inferences to be made about the apparently unrepresented
skeletal elements, as well as to quanufy the intensity of
fragmentation and better compare human and animal
remains directly (Outram 2001, Outram et a/.2005).
_ 
It is also important to consider the presence of dry
fractures, which arc rady explicitly considered in the
studies found in Table 17,1,. Dry fractures occur when
the amount of collagen in the bone has been reduced and
the mechanics of bone fracture altered as a consequence
€ig 17.5). Micro-cracks caused by loss of both water
and collagen result in features that distinguish dry from
per i -mor tem f ractures.  Per i -mor tem f ractures a te
identified on the basis of rherr smooth, sharp and helical
appearance in fresh bones (I{nrisel 2005). Dry fracture
morphology may resemble that found in fiesh bones in
pafi ,  but deviat ions from this appe ^ r^nce result in
roughened, corrugated fracture surfaces and steps in the
fracture oudine. The drver the bone, the ,ooqher and
straighter (diagonal, longitudinal, transverr., rt.pped or
columnar, rather than spiral) the fracture outLines become.
Straight diagonal breaks are most easilv confused with
true helical (i.e. ped-mortem) fractures. The presence of
dry fractures would indicate the remains had been moved
f rom a pr imarv context  in  the past  and have been
employed as an ind icator  for  secondary  bur ia l  isee
Valentin and Le Goff 1998, Outram 2002). Although
ogrlvie and Hiiton (2000) mention dry fractures in their
treatment, there is no indication of their frequencv or
where they occurred in their sample. Their pr"...r..,
though, in this assemblage would suggest distuibance or
manipulation of the remains in the past.
The significance of drv bone fracture frequencies is
revealed in Dongoske et a/. ,s (2000, 183) cautionary
example relating to three disarticulated bone assemblases
tecovered during the construction of the La plata Highway
in New Mexico, citing an unpublished report p..r.rit.d ^t
the 1993 annual meeting of the Society for Ame'can
Archaeology. A detailed taphonomic analysis of these
remains revealed that: ". . .one of the assembrages was due
to carnivore damage and recent (trenching) damage, one
:
Figure 1 7'5' A dgt fraclure of a leftfenora/ diaphlsisfam the Bronqe Age site of Velitn Ska/ka, C7ech Repab/ic (phongrapb: C. palmer|  , l
anA tne atlthar.t)./
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was due to ancient movement of remains and secondarlr
buriai, and one was likely due ro some human acdvity
involving dismemberment and intentional arrangement."
This assessment is no different from that offered by the
Turners ,  who analysed the same mater ia l ,  but  thev
sustained the argument for cannibal ism for the last
assembiage, but nor for the other rwo. They (1999,316)
write: "The considerable post-mortem damage we found
in the human bone assemblage was due to excavation...
\) f le can easi l l 'dist ingu.rsh berween peri-mortem damage
and that caused by recent excavation and archaeological
techniques.  However ,  rhe other  cr i ter ia  for  propos ing
cannibalism are unquestionablv present, although in low
frequencies." $(/hat is implicated here is not only a
difference in interpretation based on rhe frequency of
characteristics, but also one that invokes a problem with
dist inguishing features on the trait  i ist to support
cannibalism as opposed to other possibilities. Presumably,
without explicidy saying so, the Turners used the presence
of dry fractures to reject an interpretation of cannibalism
for the second of these assemblages characterised by the
'anci.ent 
movement of remains and secondary burial,.
Lasdy, few treatments present drawings of the place-
ment and position of cutmarks and other features on
human and animai skeletons. There is often no similar
record of the pattern of burning, although somerimes this
information can be extracted from the text. This absence
makes compar ison between s i tes  d i f f icu l t ,  i f  not
impossible. Information on the patterning of burning is
essentiai if, for example, immolation is to be separated
f rom the roast ing or  oven-cook ing of  remains and
whether exposure to f lame occurred before or after
fragmentation. This may be due to the lack of obvious
individuals among these remains, bur a simple sample-
wide line-drawing like those in I(eenleyside's (1997),Villa
et  a / . 's  (1986b) ,  and Rautman and Fenton 's  (2005)
treatments is a good complement to tabular information,
as are line-drawings of affected skeletal elements, as in
the articles by Simon (i 992) and Simon and Steffian
(1994). Both the Turner's volume and $flhite's are replete
with high qualtty photographs that are essential to
documenting the alterations to bone, but there are far
fewer - or none at all - in manv cases.
The earliest instances oJf cannibalism - in the
absence of buneing
The eadiest evidence of cannibalism comes from Middle
Palaeolithic sites that have produced remains ascribed to
Archaic Homo, Neanderthals and their precursors in
Europe (pre-Neanderthals or Homo antecessor) (Arsuaga er
al. 1999). Defleur et al. (1999) report on remains from
Baume Nfou la-Guerc | ,  Arddche,  southern France,
deriving from six Neandertals (two aduits; two
adolescents, aged 15 and 16 years of age at death; and two
children, aged six and scven years of age at dearh), daung
to isotope stage 5 (80,000-120,000 vears ago). Thev u/ere
found commingled wrth faunai remains, mainlv oi red
deer, ceruas elapbus, along with stone tools (with [ttie ]ithic
d6bi tage) .  The s imi lar  f inds context ,  e lement  rep-
res entation (takrng anatomical differenc es b erwe en sp ecies
in ro  cons ide ra r i on ) ,  f r agmen ta r i on ,  and  p rocess ing
information (as represented by cutmarks, percussion pirs,
anvi l  str iae, adhering f lakes, inner conchoid^l scur.,
crushing of cancellous bone, and cortical bone peeling)
suggests that the discard pattern and treatment of these
remains were similar. Conjoined human elements, found
three metres ^ p^rt, and evidence for splitung of long bone
shafts suggest retrieval of marrow from the medullary
canal after diaphyses had been broken open. There is no
mention of evidence for burnt remains and, given the
evidence for on-site processing, these remains may have
been consumed in a raw state or prepared elsewhere.
Absence of evidence for burning appears to be a
feature of European prehistoric sites. No evidence for
cooking or heating was noted in either human or animal
remains at Fontbr6goua Cave (discussed above). yrlla et
a/. (1986b) note that animals and humans were treated in
a similar manner, however. They identify cutmarks in
similar locations made by the same type of implement -
one was found in association with the human remains.
In terest ing ly ,  the human and an imal  remains were
segregated in different features, for which conjoining
exercises demonstrated single short-term periods of
accumulation. Both human and animal bones showed
evidence nor only for dismemberment in the form of
jointed remains, but also that the muscle tissue had bcen
filleted from the bones prior to consumption. Humans,
like wild animals at the site, appear to have been butchered
in groups, while domestic species were butchered singly.
Villa and colleagues (1986b) nore that the splintering of
both human and animal bone is similar with similar
frequencies of impact scars noted. Furthermore, this
evidence for marrow extraction and the discard of these
remains differs from the contemporary inhumation rite
practised in the area during the Neolithic and that these
patterns also contrast with those associated with second-
arv burial practices (see Villa and Mahieu 1991). Based on
the absence of neuro-crania from the assemblase and
cutmarks to the viscero-cranr- that are preserrt thes"
researchers argue for ritual retrieval of crania and exo-
cannibalis m (f.Turner and Turne r 1992) . The re does not
appe r, however, to be evidence for violent trauma that
one might anticipate if cannibalism occurred as a result of
hunting (and killing) humans. Therefore, this site presents
substantial evidence for the consumption of human flesh
but without evidence for exDosure to fire.
Instances of suruiaal cannibalism
There is no doubt that cannibalism has taken place under
condit ions of extreme distress and deprivation- both
physical and mental (Tuzin 1983). One of ihe best-srudied
historical cases is rhat of the Donner Partv, e wagon crain
F
f
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rhat  was r ranned bv win ter  w-eather  in  1846-1847 ." ' * r r - '
Numbering some 87 persons, this group experienced not
onlv cannibalism but also violence among the males, over
ha l f  o f  whom per ished (Grayson 1990) .  In  another
example, I{eenlevside et a/. (1997) note that among the
ice-locked crew of the Franklin Expedition, lost in the
search for a Northwest Passage in 1848, the posit ion of
cutmarks near arlicular surfaces and possrble peri-mortem
breakage (although levelled tentatively by these authors
due to weathering of the fractured surfaces) on approx-
imately one-third of the fragmented and scattered human
remains is consistent not only with cannibalism but also
with defleshing o( removal of soft tissue. The assessment
of canniba[sm is sustained, in this instance, by contextual
and circumstantial evidence that supports historical
accounts of the loss of the crew. This support inciudes
the morphology of the cutmarks being consistent with
the use of metal implements (not srone as used by the
indigenous Inuit), other matertal culture (personal items
and items of clothing), and oxygen isotope signatures that
attest to a European, rather than an Arctic origin for these
human remains. Above all, it is the eye-witness accounts
co l lec ted f rom Inu i t  a f ter  the event  that  a t tes t  to
cannibalism. Nlultiple cutmarks on the remains of the
hands, for which the authors cannot attach significance,
may perhaps attest to defence injuries. The drawing of
the placement of them suggests that they were made to
the palmar surface, a position that is consisrent with
individuals grabbing a cutting weapon rvhile defending
themselves from attack (see Novak 2000 for examples).
Although White (1992) refrained from interpreting rhe
heavi ly fragmented assemblage from Mancos \f lash,
Colorado, using factor analysis of the indicators of
cannibalism, I{antner (1999) has more recendv demon-
strated that this assemblage is unique among American
Southwest sites previously analysed and identified as
containing non-normative burials. This sire, then, may be
best associated with climatic deterioration and survival
cannibalism.
In a case of historical ly documented murder/
canniba l ism,  Rautman and Fenton (2005)  record a
combinat ion o f  per i -mor tem cran ia l  t rauma wi th  a
minority of post-crantal defence injuries affecting the
upper limbs and evidence for defleshing in a group of late
n ineteenth-century  males k i l led and subsequent ly
cannibalised by Aiferd (-rzr) Packer. In this example, the
authors note the lack of cutmarks associated with dis-
articulation, e.g.without cutmarks found on the articular
surfaces, with 95o/o of these marks occurring near the
prox imal  or  d is ta l  ends of  the iong bones and the
remaining 5% (on1y nine cutmarks), found rn the mid-
diaphvsial region. The authors suggest rhe parrerrung oF
these cutmarks relates to filleting of muscle tissue from
the bone. They contrast this with defleshing marks that
tend to be more randomly distributed on the bone. The
lack of disarticulation and bone breakage associated with
marrow extraction sets this instance off from those
assocrated with the Anasazi of the prehistoric American
Southwest. The authors, like DeGusta (1999, see below)
in his treatment of Fijian cannibaiism, note that cultural
and culinary differences play a substantial role in the form
cannibalism mav take.
The earl iest, best-developed case for cannibal ism
comes f rom the kars t ic  cave s i te  o f  Gran Dol ina,
Atapuerca, Burgos, northv/est Spain. Here, B0 fossi l
remains of a minimum of six individuals, dating to before
750,000 vears ago, were found commingled with 200lithic
artefacts and faunal remains that included animals such
as mammoths, cave bears, canids, foxes, l ions, cats,
weasels, horses, boars, as well as fallow, roe, and red deer,
bison, and 'Irish F.Ik' (fuIegaloceros sp.). The part rep-
resentation of this assemblage demonstrates that the most
commonlv occurring elements are metapodials, phalanges,
ribs, isolated teeth, and vertebrae. Unlike the situation at
American Southwest sites, vertebrae are found in a higher
proportion than are metapodials and phalanges. The
authors attribute this discrepancy to the absence of boiling
of vertebrae. Conversely, the scapula, humerus, ulna,
sacrum, pelvis, fibuia, tibia, calcaneum and astragalus are
entirely absent from the assemblage. Limb bone fragments
overall were rare (one femoral and rwo radial fragments).
so the assemblage was predominatelv made up of axial
elements. The palaedemographic profile of the homiruds
and fauna (MNI=22) are similadv dominated by infants
and juveniles, with the hominids represented by two
infants, 3-4 years old; two adolescents, one 14 years oid,
a second 11 years old; and two sub-adults, 16-18 years of
^ge ^t death. Roughly 250/o of the hominid specimens
possess cutmarks and the hand elements also possess
these, which the authors believe relates to cuts made when
these elements were held in the mouth. In addition, there
are conchoidal scars, percussion marks, peel ing, and
adhering flakes represented in the assemblage, damage
induced by fracturing bones to reveal the medullary canal.
In comparison to Anasazi assemblages, including thar
from lVlancos Wash, there is greater evidence for
conchoidal scars, peeling and adhering flakes, features of
the Atapuerca assemblage that the authors relate to
differences in treatment of the remains, perhaps due to
the absence of fire and greater difficulty in the dismem-
berment process without rt. The homrnrd remains share
these features with the medium-sized mammals at the
site, presr-rmably due to the ease with which elements from
these species can be broken by bending wrth the hands, as
opposed ro  the grearer  force needed to  break large
mammal bones. Limb bones of ail species were heavilv
fragmented to reveal the medullary canal. This difference
may also explain rhe grearer number of cranial curmarks
among the Atapuerca hominid remains as compared to
those of animals. This lack of preparation may also be
responsible for the relative abundance of vertebral and
rib fragments in this assemblage since these are usuallv
under- represented in  o ther  assemblages prev ious l l t
investigated for cannibalism due to rendering them for
i
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grease. Due to what seems to be a temperate cl imate and
abundant species dir,'ersitv, the authors suggest that the
Atapuerca remains re la te  to  d ie tary  or  gast ronomic
canniba[sm, rather than to survival canniba]-ism. They
see no evidence for any ritual behaviour evident in this
assemblage, as for example, mav have characterised
the Itrapina assemblage and that from Neoli thic
Fontbr6goua.  Based on the demographrc  prof i le  o f
homiruds found in the Simo de los Huesos, of which Gran
DoLina is a part, these individuals represent a catastrophic
assemblage, rather than an attritional one (i.e. one that
characterises a slow accumulation of deaths), as indeed
does the assemblage from I(rapina @ocquet-Appel and
Arsuaga 1999). Although this assumes that these
individuals died over a relatively short time, the profiie
reveals ^n ^ge-^t-death expected of a group of individuals
l iving at the same t ime ( i .e. a l iv ing populat ion), an
observation that is consistent with mortaliry independent
of age or sex, as has been noted in other suspected cases
of cannibalism from the American Southwest.
Compost
Disturbance of primary buriais shortly after interment)
but when the bone contains substantial amounts of
collagen, may mimic the peri-mortem breakage patterns
of remains said to be cannibalised. Based on observations
of peri-mortem breakage, Simon (1992) and Simon and
Steffian (1994) argue that scattered, disarticulated muluple
human bones from the excavation of a Pacific Eskimo
si te  ( l (achemak Trad i t ion,733 ro  2701 B.P. )  on Crag
Point, I(odiak Island, south-central Alaska, represent a
complex mortuary rite rather cannibalism, as had been
argued previously. This complex mortuary rite involved
processing of the bodies of the dead and of human bone,
in addition to retention of skeletal elements rembved from
desiccated or skeletonised bodies for ceremonial purposes.
These researchers identify three rypes of interment:
primary inhumation, multiple disarticulated inhumation
that was at least partiallv fleshed when consigned to the
ground, and scattered human remains. The last of these
appear  to  resu l t  f rom the d is turbance of  pr imary
inhumations, perhaps in the performance of retrieving
human ske le ta l  remains,  and would thus be bet ter
described as a form of secondary mortuzry flte. Only the
scattered remains possess evidence of animal scavenging
and were also, unlike the inhumations, the only remains
to bear evidence of cultural modifications consisting of
cutmarks, defleshing (2.e. incised marks), burning, dnlled
holes and rwo rypes of peri-mortem breakage, single
fractures on single elements and multiple fractures of
bones indicative of a reduction sequence. These features
were found o.n sub-adult and adult femaie remains only,
although the authors point out rhat this may simplv ref lect
the fact that the elements involved were those for which
sex and age-at-death could be determined.
At this site, cannibalism is denied on the grounds that
the in ter red e lements  lack features o f  those found
scattered- cultural modification and animal gnawing- and
that these interred remains are found in contexts that seem
to have been disturbed as part of secondan- funerary r i tes
when elements had been removed for ceremonial pur-
poses, or when burials, perhaps in a desiccated state, had
been added to cairn-like structures and disturbed eadier
burials. Simon (ibid.,146) indicates that cannibalism might
be implicated when cutmarks, peri-mortem breakage, and
burning are found on skeletal material from the same
feature and when "independent data", such as historical
accounts or oral tradition, suggest that human cannibalism
occurred among a particular group of people ^t ^ p^t-
ticular place, and at a particular time. Simon and Steffian
(1,994,86) conclude that the currently available data do
not support, or discount, the possibility that traumatic
death occurred or that human bones were processed for
consumption at Crag Point.
It seems unwarranted to demand "historical accounts"
to support interpretations of prehistoric events. Such a
statement seems to fundamentally question the notion
that archaeological remains can reflect cultural and social
change. lVlelbye and Fairgrieve (1994,57-58) elaborate
upon this point in their analysis of the remains from the
Inurt Saunaktuk site in Canada's Northwest Territories.
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independent data (such as historical accounts or oral
tradition) ^t ^ p^rtJcular time and place in south-central
Alaska (or for the entire Arctic for that matter), which
supports a mortuary custom of slashing or chopping the
deceased, defleshing and dismembering the body, splitung
the long bones, and scattering the remains in a random
fashion about the site." These authors relv on evidence
for substantial peri-mortem trauma in scattered and dis-
articulated human bone found in association with rwo
dwellings dated to AD 1370 + 57 to support an inter-
pretation of massacre. Nthough the authors entertain and,
indeed, support the interpretat ion of the remains as
cannibalised, they do not attempt to demonstrate this
possibility by comparison with other assemblages. The
human remains demonstrate cutmarks especially affecung
the viscero-cranial skeletal that the authors argue were
intended to remove tissue and disfigure the deceased.
They further identify evidence of torture in the form of
medio-laterally gouged holes in the epicondylar region of
three femora and one humerus in at least rwo different
adults. Ethnographic sources attest to a practice whereby
the knees were pierced with an object, by whrch the
transfixed person was dragged. They also note substantial
evidence for crantal trauma, as well as slash Q.e. chop)
marks that suggest further cranial and infra-cranial injuries
as well as numerous cutmarks that appe r to relate to
dismemberment. They argue that longitudinally split long
bones represent cannibal ism of mainly chi idren and
adoiescents (24 of 35 indviduals). These remains were
then discarded and denied normative burial rites and left
to decompose on the surface of the site.
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Customaryt rites and endo-cannibalism
Cannibal isdc behaviour mal '  be parr of a mortuary r ire
associated with consumption of the intimate dead (see
I(eesing 1975, 1.64-165). Diamond (2000) relates the
storv  o f  how he became a second-hand 'w i tness '  to
cannibalism during fieldwork in Papua New Guinea, when
he was informed that the departure of one of his team
had been precipitated bv the death of his son-in-law and
that he had to return to his village to partake in eating his
body.  Th is  form of  canniba l ism,  known as endo-
cannibal ism, reLares to a proscribed morruary r ire thar is
found in various parts of the world. Goldman (1999, 14)
defines this practice as "the consumption of flesh from a
member of one's 'insider'group. . . and seems most usually
associated with ideologies about the recycling and regen-
eration of l i fe-force substances." Exo-cannrbal ism he
relates to the consumption of flesh from outsiders, such
as defeated war enemies, that often includes some form
of peri-mortem mutilation and head-huntins to retrieve
troohies.
One of  the endur ing prob lems wi th  records o f
cannibaljsm is that the mortuary type of cannibalism,
endo-cannibal ism, is confused with exo-cannibal ism,
single acts of denigration such as eating a vanquished
foe(s) or, even> institutionalised cannibalism, represented
by repeated highly ritualised acts of cannibalism of many
individuals (a1so referred to as "gustatory cannibalism").
This confusion also extends to mortuary rites that involve.
defleshing the dead, sometimes involving boi l ing or
butning. Pickering (1999, 66) recounts the fol lowing
practice from the Mary River area of Queensland,
Aust ra l ia :  "The bodv was repor ted ly  sk inned and
decapitated. the legs were cut off  at rhe knees and rhighs
and the arms removed. The anatomical portions were then
defleshed through scraping and cutting. The bones u/ere
broken to get out the marrow, not for eating, but as part
of the flesh disposal process. The flesh was then buried,
whi le  the scraped bones were d is t r ibuted amongst
relatives." In this instance no flesh is consumed, as has
been noted in other cases of ritual defleshing of human
remains.
Using ethnographic examples, I(antner (1999) posits
that in instances where mortuary r i tes produce peri-
mortem fragmentation, the resulting burials would not
be intermingled with animal remains, and there would be
evidence of formalised and standardised burial treatment.
These aspects) therefore, could be used to dissociate
mortuary rites, even those involving endo-cannibalism,
from exo-cannibalism, although Ytllz et a/. (1,986a and b)
no ted  t ha t  a t  Fon rb regoua  human  rema ins  we re  i n
separate contexts from those that contained animal
remains, yet still sustained their argumenr that the remains
had been exo-canniba l ised based on the under-
representation of human crantal remains that may have
been collected for ritual reasons.
At the Iron Age (r. third-second centurv BC) Tuvan
burial ground ar Aymyrlvg, Siberia, I lurphv and \ lal lorv
(2000) note evidence for both dismemberment. with
cutmarks found in the vicinrty of articular joint surfaces
and,  more in f requent ly ,  for  def lesh ing,  which was
especiallv evident on the scapulae, pelvic girdle, and
femora. Even though the occasional burial was found in
a disarticulated state lacking proper anatomical alignment,
remains treated in this manner w.ere interred separately
from those of others and were not fragmented. None of
the bones had been broken open to reveal the medullarv
canal, and none wefe burnt or demonstrated evidence of
havingbeen boiled (i.e. rhere was no pot pohsh, see below).
On this evidence the authors argue for mortuary
preparation and the secondary interment of those who
died away from the winter setdement. Taylor (2002, 82)
questions this assessment;he argues that the lack of bone
breakage does not necessarily mean that the flesh removed
was not eaten. He notes that in Herodotus'account of the
Issedones, predecessors of those people l iving in the
region in the 3rd-2nd century BC, were said to cut off the
flesh alone for consumption, after cooking it. Thrrs appears
to be a form of endo-cannibalism. Herodotus (4.26) says
that sons of a dead man chop up the corpse, mix it with
the flesh of goats and sheep, and serve the mixture as parr
of a feast, while retaining the gilded head of the man as a
sacred image.  Because the ind iv idua ls  descrrbed by
Nlurphy and Mallory (ibid.) are found singly and are not
commingled, this example seems to bear out I(antner's
hvpothesis, except that these remains are not heavily
fragmenred. I t  may be, rhen, rhat the Fontbr6goua remains
are a lso bet ter  in terpreted as der iv ing f rom endo-
cannibalism - especiallv in the absence of trauma that
would suggest a violent encounter (see above).
Trinkaus (1985) previously argued on the basis of
circumstanrial evidence that the fragmentarion of the
I{rapina remains was due to rock falls and excavation
trauma and that striations found on the bones were due
to post-deposit ional processes. He supported this assess-
ment by comparing the skeletal part representation of the
I(rapina remains with unburied and buried Neanderthal
and anatomically modern human remains. This com-
parison showed that the I(rapina remains more closely
resembled the skeletal part representation of the buried
samples than thev did the unburied ones. The element
representation included, for example, many of the more
delicately constructed bones, such as scapulae and juvenile
claviculae. Furthermore, it is unusual to find so manv
hand and foot phalanges as represented in Trinkaus'
(i985) diagrams. The absence of these remains is often
one of the indcators of secondary interm ent (d. Orschiedt
1997,Valentin and Le Goff 1998) and thus their presence
at I{rapina would suggest another accumulai ion
mechanism.
In a subsequent analysis, Russell (1,987a and b) studied
the fragmented remains and the cutmark evidence from
I(rapina. She assessed al l  cutmarks and determined
whether they were ancient or recent. In the absence of
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long bones as having derived from carnivore activity. She
rhen compared the cutmark distribution of the I(raprna
homrnid remains with butchered animals from the Nfiddle
Palaeolithic Dordogne site of Combe Grenal and a Late
Woodland (AD 1320 + 75 years) Amerindian ossuary
sample fromJuntunen, Bois Blanc Island, Michigan, USA,
where ethnographic records from the following historic
period documented a secondary burial r i te involving
defleshing and reburying of human remains. The place-
ment of cutmarks on the Iftapina remains more closelv
resembles those of the Juntunen material rhan they did
the butchery marks of the Combe Grenal material. Based
on this analysis, she argued rhat rhe If tapina material
der ived f rom a morruarv  r i re  invo lv ing def lesh ing of
skeletal elements to obtain'clean'bones. This cleaning of
bones produced mult iple and repeated, short incised
marks in  a  ' ladder-ser ies '  ar rangement  that  Russel l
(1987b) associated with scraping dried tissue from bones
prior to interment (f .Olsen and Shipman 1,994).
One of the most intriguing studies of the phvsical
evidence of cannibalism is DeGusta's study of Fijian
remains from fwo sites, Navatu (1999) and Vunda (2000),
both found on the island of Viti Levu, Fiji. Fiji has long
been associated with cannibalism, the concept being used
metaphorically (see above), in addition ro instances of the
behaviour being recorded ethnohistorically (Sahlins 1 983).
These treatments are unique in that, using the same
methods, DeGusta (1999) susrains the argument for
cannibalism at Navaru, whiie denving that the behaviour
existed at Vunda.
Disarticulated shell mrdden material at Navatu, dating
to between 100 BC to AD 1900, contains the commingled
remains of humans with other non-humafl taxa, mainly
fish, but also including pig, dog, bat (Pteropus sp.), rat
(Rattus exu/ans and noruegicas) and, from more recent
periods, goat and cattle, as well as turdes and avariery of
bird species. DeGusta (1999) compares the fragmentary
commingled human and non-human remains, found in
middens, with Late Period buriais dating from roughly
AD 1800 to 1900. He notes greater similarity between the
midden human material and the medium-sized mammal
remains than he does with the remains from human
burials. Breakage (fracture rlpe) pattern and fragmen-
tation are statistically significandy similar berween the
medium mammals and humans and dif ferent from
contemporary human burials. Burning, cutmarks with
peeling, percussion pits, and crushrng are also character-
istics of the medium mammal and human material in the
midden, albeit these features are represented in relatively
small numbers and are variable among taxa. A1l of these
features are absent  in  the human bur ia ls .  Perhaps
indicative of differences in cookingmethods, the evidence
for the pattern of burning associates humans with fish
and reptiles, while small and medium-sized mammals and
bjrds form a separare grolrp.
The majori tv of the human remains that exhibit
burrung ^te cr^nt^l and mandibular elements, 67 of 165
fragments. Post-crantal burnt bones included hand
elements C.J=9), a fragment of a foot phalanx, femoral
fragmencs, one r ib fragmenr, and a rhoracic vertebral
fragment. Essenrially, rhen, burning aFfects the exrremiries
more often than it does the thorax. Thus is in keepingwith
individuals who have been exposed to fire in a complete
state (f. Owsley et a/. 1995, Ubelaker et a/. 1995). From
the appearance of the burnt elements in DeGusta's Figure
4, it is clear that burning occurred after fragmentation in
that all surfaces are affected, including those from within
articulations and those that exhibit peri-mortem fractures
(/ Novak and I{ollman 2000).
DeGusta (1999)  compares the assemblage f rom
Navatu with that from Juntunen, previously analysed by
Russell (1,987a and b, see above), and notes that the Fijian
assemblage is more fragmentary and has a lower per-
centage of  cutmarks than does th is  def leshed and
secondarily buried assemblage from Michigan. These
observations are consistent with Russell's hypothesised
differences between mortuary treatment and other
behaviours. Moreover, samples derived from violent
encounters and secondary burial from the Crow Creek,
South Dakota, massacre site (AD 1325) are less frag-
men ted ,  have  a  d i f f e ren t  pa r te rn  o f  e l emen t  r cp -
resentation- far fewer hand and foot bones znd far more
zssd czxAe) mandibulae, and sacra- and no cutmarks or
evidence of burning. The midden remains are also
distinctively different from Fijian normarive burials, but
also differ from suspected instances of cannibalism from
the American Southwest Anasazi sites of Nlancos and
Chaco Canyon, where differences in breakage, burning,
ctushing, and percussion pit frequencies exist. These
differences DeGusta attributes to cultural or samole
composition differences. Like Viila and colleagues (1986a
and b), DeGusta argues that the simiiariry berween the
human and non-human remains indicates that either both
were processed for consumption or they were processed
similarly but were not consumed.
At Vunda, DeGusta (2000) made a similar comparison
berween medium mammal remains and those of humans,
and with human burials. Here, however, he found that
breakage (fracture typ.) and fragmentation to be more
common in the midden remains than they are in the
human burials. Cutmarks and burning, although found
to be less common than breakage and fragmentation in
the midden, are virtually absent in the burials. Similarly,
peeJing, percussion pits, and crushing ^re r^rein both the
midden material and in the burials. There are no
stat ist ical ly signif icant dif ferences between human
remains found in the middens and the human burials.
The medium mammals possess higher frequencies of
cutmarks and burning, percussion pits, and peeJing than
do the human remains.  Because the modi f icat ions
between the midden human material is not different from
that in burials and the medium mammals are somewhat
distinct, DeGusta (2000) rejects the hypothesis that the
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appearance and distribudon of the Vunda human remains
r.vere the result of cannibalism. He also notes that the
Vunda material is different from that from Navatu in
post-cranial parr representation and in i ts evidence for
burning, cutmarks, and peeling. Based on these differ-
ences, he ascribes the distribution of midden human
remains to having derived from disturbed buriais. Again,
the presence of drv fractures wouid have helped to
support this argument.
Exo-cannibalism: cannibalism as denigration
In order to distinguish amongst the types of situations in
which cannibalism occurs the context is all-imDortanr.
The key berween differentiaring morruary rires involving
dismemberment and endo-cannibalism is the evidence for
denigration of the deceased. Gardner (1999) records
cannibalism in the context of raids carried out by men
from the iVfianmin of central New Guinea in 1960. These
raids were undertaken to obtain wives from neighbouring
peoples. The men encountered in these raids were killed,
their bodies decapitated and entrails removed, and the
dismembered remains carr ied away to be eaten. In
addition, a captured, crippled woman who, due to her
disabrLity, had trouble keeprng up with the raiding parry
was also killed and parts of her body were also consumed.
I(antner (1999) noted some features of assemblages
from the American Southwest that would be expected to
occur in instances of cannibalism, in addition to cutmarks,
signs of dismemberment, and burning. These are the
removal of body parts - hands, feet, or heads - as trophies,
evidence of scalping, and mosr importandy evidence for
vioient trauma to long bones and crania but in a manner
that would not be consistent with marrou/ or brain
extraction. Evidence for denigrat ion might include
evidence for a non-normative burial, although this, alone,
would not distinguish the patterrung of human remains
f rom those of  o ther  non-normat ive r i tes .  The besr
evidence for denigration would be to find unusual burials
with evidence of butchery, like that that chancterises
animal processing, along with evidence for substantial
violence in the form of overkill injuries. Overkill injuries
are multiple injuries thatare in excess of those necessary
to cause death. They would be similar to those meted to
war captives who were beaten and wounded and, even-
tually, butchered and consumed.
One of the most revealing discussions of this type of
evidence comes, again, from the American Southwest,
where the question is not only about the status of the
human remains, but is also coloured by perspectives of
the modern descendants of indigenous peoples living in
rhe area today. Dongoske et a/. (2000, 188) make the
following remark: "\7e also are concerned with horv
allegations of cannibalism in the popular press affect
contemporary Native Americans, especial_lv descendants
of the Ancestral Puebloans." There is no doubt that this
type of studv produces highly eye-catching leaders in the
popular  press,  but  th is  po lemica l  s i tuat ion has a lso
precipitated one of the fullest and most frank discussions
of the evidence that has appeared in print ro dare.
The discussion centres on the fragmented remains of
four adults, rwo adult males and one probable adult male,
and an adult female, found inside the largest pithouse,
Feature 3, and a child of roughly 11 years of age at death
found in the ventilator shaft of the same pithouse at the
Cowboy Wash s i te  (5MT10010)  in  southwestern
Colorado, USA. Another rwo individuals, a child aged
about 7.5 years and an adolescent aged about 14 years at
death, were found in pithouse Feature 1,3, the smallest
pithouse, at the same site. These burials differed in their
appearance and context from primary midden interments
from the site. Unlike the latter remains, these were found
scattered on the floors of the pithouses, with parts of the
same individuals ( identi f ied by conjoined elemenrs,
skeletal part representation, and developmental age
criteria) found in dif ferent locations within these
structures. Fifty percent of the long bone diaphyses of
these individuals had been shattered, producing 1150
pieces in total. These fragments possess numerous peri-
mortem breaks in the form of spiral, hinge and conchoidal
fractures, as well as evidence of crushing of elements and
peeling of cortical bone surfaces, cutmarks, chopmarks,
percussion pits and striae. A small minority of elements
also demonstrate evidence of burning, both befote and
after breakage (I-ambert et a/.2000b), which the authors
interpret as evidence for roasting. There was no evidence
for pot polish, although the authors concede that the pale
colouration of the remains may indicate boiling. The
vertebrae were under-represented, as were hand elements.
All of the vertebrae recovered bore peri-mortem fractures,
which supports the interpretation that they had been
crushed. The context in which these remains were found
suggest rapid abandonment of the pithouses, which were
Ieft to decav into derel ict ion as standing structures
afterwards. The col lapse of these structures did not,
apparendy, play a role in the peri-mortem breakage of the
remains (I-ambert et a/.2000b). The presence of utilitarian
and i tems of personal adornmenr support the rapid
abandonment of the site under what may have been
circumstances of distress.
The analysis of this site is unique due ro the bio-
chemical analyses applied to potsherds and to a human
coprolite found in another pithouse nearby, pithouse
Feature 15. Analysis of a number, but not all, of the
potsherds showed rraces of human myoglobin (which are
distinct from those of other animals), a protein found in
human muscle tissue, but not in the skin, muc.osal lining,
or blood of humans. The only potsherds that did produce
a positive result came from the remnants of a cooking pot
found in association with the viscero-cranial remains of
the adolescent found in pithouse Fearure 3. The coprolite
produced evidence for human mvoglobin - and only
humanly-derived myoglobin - ro rhe exclusion of that of
other animals. It was found in the hearth of pithouse
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Feerure 15 in  an unburnr  srare,  suggesr ing that  i t  had
been deposited after the hearth's last use @Iarlar et a/.
2000). Lasdv, using blood residue analysis, two but not all
stone tools, and these from pithouse Feature 13 (that
associated with the child and adolescenr remains), showed
signs of human blood (Nfarlar et al. 2000).
This evidence benefited from further clarification
offered by the authors after Dongoske et al.  (2000)
questioned the contexr and interpretation of the human
remains, as well as the reliability of the analytical methods
used to obtain the results. Dongoske e/ al. (2000, l.86)
also provide a competing scenario that sees the patterning
of these remains result ing from an attack in which
individuals were hacked to death (as rn modern-day
I{osovo and Rwanda), some of whom fell into or over
fires and u/ere burned, after which the survivors returned
to perform perfunctory burials and, shordy thereafter,
abandoned the site. These authors' critique clarified a
number of issues. Lambert et al. (2000b) did not flnd
evidence of carnivore and other animal activity, such as
gnawing and tooth puncfures, which indicates that animal
activity did not ^pper to contribute ro the patterning of
the assemblage. In addiuon, it is possible that missing
elements may have been removed and deposited else-
where on the surface and lost from the archaeological
record as a result (I-ambert et a/.2000b). Dongoske et a/.
(2000) also question the residue analyses on the stone
tools, drawing on the rarher unsubstantiated history of
such analyses in archaeology. Lambe t et al.  (2000b) reply
that  prev ious analyses re l ied on under-developed
laboratory protocols and that such residues relate to the
last use of the tool only. The blood could not have come
from an abrasion of the skin of those using the tool
because blood from such an event would have been
removed wi th  subsequent  use.  Wi th  regard to  the
coprolite, it did not contain any florai material and can be
differentiated from orher animal dung, including that of
dogs, who ingest bone when eating (none was found and
neither was dog fur incorporated as a resuit of self-
grooming). The deposit of this coprolite, although in
another pithouse, was coeval with the deposition of the
human remains and abandonment of other strucrures at
the site.
Other critiques of the cannibaLism hypothesis have
concentrated on mutilation of the dead to explain the
patterning observed. Although the evidence irom the
Amer ican Southwest  seems c lear  ev idence for  the
butchery and subsequent burning of human remains after
dismemberment, based on ethnographic evidence of more
recent southwestern groups, Darling (1998) and Ogilvie
and Hilton (2000) posit that simiJar fracturing, dismem-
berment, and defleshing could be the result of the
treatment meted to suspected witches, who were nor,
aPparentlv, the subject of cannibal-ism. The bodies of such
individuals were dismembered or struck with stones in
order ro disable the corpse so rhar i t  would no longer
trouble the Living. Alrhough neirher Darl ing nor Ogrivie
and Hilton present osteological comparative evidence for
the peri-mortem treatment of witches, to demand this of
researchers would involve the same constraints as does
demonstrat ing cannibal ism itself ,  the use of human
corpses in experimental studies. However, that these
assemblages may relate to the presence of notions of
witchcraft is not incompatible with other interprerarions,
including cannibal ism, especial ly i f  the treatment of
witches changed form more recentiy. In the distant past
perhaps suspected wi tches u/ere consumed.  Dar l ing
(1998) notes, for example, that witchcraft and cannibalism
are linked concepts among the peoples of the American
Southwest in the recent past, and this may suggesr that
the two had some physical relationship in the pasr. It malr
not be coincidence that Hough's eadiest record of what
he interpreted as cannibaLised human remains discovered
in 1901 recorded the burial of a 'medicine mafl,, arr
individual interred with rirual paraphernalia similar to that
of more recent Zunt prtests, near to these assemblages
(Turner and Turner 1,992). l7hatever the case, it may be
that both witch execurion and cannibalism were relatively
rare events that were quite variable in their expression
when they did occur. This seems to pose, at present, an
insurmountable problem for dist inguishing the rwo
behaviours from one another (although see below).
From the same region, Graver et a/. (2002) argo,e for
extreme violence after their analysis of human remains
found at the Grinnell site, Colorado, in what theyinterpret
as a small ceremonial centre daung the late Pueblo II/
early Pueblo III periods. The human remains, dated by
dendrochronology to 1244 AD were found in a cist
adjoining a kiva in a 'mass burial', a position that is
reminiscent of the deposition at Cowboy\Wash, Colorado,
although the latter is found in a pithouse, rather than in a
kiva. The remains of eight individuals: three pre-teen
children; rwo subadults 1 6 to 2l vears of age at death; and
three adults, two young adult females and a young adult
male, were found scattered and disarticulated (i.e. not in
proper anatomical alignment) on the floor of a cist and on
the floor of the kiva outside the cist. while some were
found within a corrugated pot that sat on top of the cist
and was surrounded by human bones. The bones were
heavily fragmented (only 24, matnly cranl^, were whole)
with spiral fractures occurring on most of the long bone
fragments and cutmarks concentrating mainiy in the crania-l
remains Ol=126) with another 45 found on post-cranral
elements, and with seven chopmarks on a singie tibia
fragment with these marks predominately found on the
proximal and distal ends. Most of the cutmarks on the
cranTa occurred in the nasal, orbital, frontal, maxilla and
mandible. Some 5.60/o had either been burnt CJ=10) or
charred (l.J=11). On the basis of this evidence, the authors
interpret that these remains had sustained both sharp and
blunt force traumatic injuries, the crania having been flayed
(2.e. skinned or defleshed), and the body disarticulated, as
if butchered. On the basis of what they describe as a low
prevalence of burning, however, and in the absence of
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anvil abrasions and pot polish, these authors reject an
interpretation of cannibalism. Due to the presence of blunt
force crantal trauma that occurs on 200/o of the cranial
remains and crushing of the viscero-cranial skeleton thev
argue that, inste^d, these individuals had been beaten to
death, after which their bodies were defleshed and the
bones further fragmented. In this instance the authors
emphasise the traumatic injuries over the evidence for
fragmentation to argue in support of an assessment of
endemic violence in the American Southwest.
For the ninth-century Backhoe Village site in south-
central Utah, USA, Novak and I(ollman (2000) make a
similar assessment of the remains of nine rndividuals (five
adult males; rwo adult females, broadly aged from young
to older adults; and rwo juveniles, one roughly nine vears
and the other about six years of age at death). In this
group: evidence for blunt force trauma to the viscero-
and neuro -cranral ^reas and scalping is accompanied by
cutmarks, the location of which, near joint surfaces,
sugge s ts dis articulation, with anv tI abrasions, p ercus sion
scars) crushing and peeling evident on long bones, and a
relat ive absence of vertebrae indicating peri-mortem
fragmentation. Some of the peri-mortem fragments had
also been exposed to fire after they had been fragmented,
as indicated by their fracture surfaces being blackened.
Based on the sequence of these events, these authors
support an interpretation of cannibalism. This level of
burning rs hrgher (57Y0) than that noted by Graver et al.
(2002) but, Like these authors, Novak and I{ollman (2000)
did not find evidence for pot polish. Uniqueiy, Novak
and I(ollman suggest that the thoracic cavity had been
flayed and spread based on the pattern of peeling noted in
the vicinity of the angle of the ribs. The level of burning,
then, separates these rwo interpretat ions.
In another interpretation of remains as evidence for
violence, Ogilvie and Hilton (2000) present arguments
surrounding the remains of 1,3 individuals, including
males, females, children, and infants, ranging in age from
one year to over 40 years ofage at death, recovered from
a Basketmaker III pithouse and kiva, located about 800
m apar t .  The remnants  o f  the k iva,  or  ceremonia l
structure, contained the remains of 1.2 of these individuals,
while the pithouse contained only those of a 30-40 year
old female. The kiva remains were found scattered and
commingled in the bench and floor ^re^s) with a smaller
concentration on an ash lens in the hearth area. These
remains were found in association with an attefactual
assemblage that included hammerstones, stone flakes, and
bone awls; residue analysis of the hammerstones produced
signatures of primate blood (presumably, Iikely to be
human since North America has not had natural popula-
r ions of that Order. other than humans, since the Eocene).
These remains were so fragmented that only 23o/o (651,
from 2823 specimens) could be idenufied to element and
thus the authors concentrated primarily on the cranial
material in their analyses. In 'addition to fragmentation,
these authors  a lso found ev idence of  ner i -mor tem
ftactutes on19.60/o, burnins on 10.970, cutmarks (1.20/o),
and impact marks (9.60/o), as well as evidence for rodent
gnawing and scratchi.g. The cutmarks predominate on
the cranial remains (including ar,rrlsion of the crowns of
anterior teeth) of both adults and ch,rldren. The authors
contend that the fragmentation is i .n excess of that
required for processing of remains for consumption and
that the extent of blunt force trauma is responsible for an
under-rep res entation o f mainly cran:.o - facial and verteb ral
elements in both mature and immature individuals.
although to a lesser extent in mature individuals. They
support an interpretation that these remains represent
r i tual ised violence directed at witches in that entire
families were executed in the recent ethnohistoric period
by stoning, cutting up, and burning. This assemblage
stretches the occutrence of such assemblages further back
into prehistor|, before 750 AD, and predates the apparent
efflorescence of these assemblages in the later Puebloan
period in the American Southwest.
In a later American Northeast example, dating to 1390
+ 100 AD,Jamieson (1983) argued for prisoner sacdfice
and, possibly, cannibalism based on cutmarked, burnt,
and scattered human bones from the Roebuck Site, in
eastern Ontario. There is good evidence from this site fot
defleshing in the form of horizontal cutmarks along the
diaphyses of long bones and the manufacture of beads
from human bone, gorgets from portions of human craila
drilled with holes, and possibly awls or daggers made from
human ulnae. Jamieson (ibid.) notes, however, that the
butchery  marks might  re lare to  mor tuarv  r i tes  and,
without information on fracture tlpe- whether dry or peri-
mortem- it remains a possibility that, as the author avers,
ploughing had disturbed the site, and this more recent
phenomenon is responsible for the appearance of the
remains.  Based on the demographic  prof i le  o f  the
humanlv modified cranial bones, including a minority of
children and females, Jamieson suggests that prisoner-
sacrifice was practiced. This association, though, is made
with scant reference to the presence of peri-mortem
injuries that might indicate such an activity; the only
mention of this tlpe of evidence comes with Jamieson's
obsewation of cuts along the suprameatal crest of fwo
temporal bones that he surmises may relate to removal of
rhe ear. Cutmarks are distr ibuted in a pattern suggestive
of dismemberment, after which some bones and their
flesh were exposed to fire, evidence that could relate to
cannibalism. Curiously, Jamieson argues for the certainty
of prisoner-sacrifice, but remains much less supportive
of cannibalism to explain the patterning and appearance
of the remains from the site. Uitimately, the in-terpretation
of the assemblage hinges on practices recorded in the
ethnohistoric record of the region.
Hete, we see the predominating inf luence of the
context in which researchers pose their questions, analyse,
and interoret their data. This observation is at odds with
. I  I  I  r  
' l
the publ ished sennments  o f  Turner  and Turner  (1999,
24), who contend that: ". . .  i t  is our theoretical posit ion
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that bone alone can generate a reltable reconstruction of
the death history of a burial or charnel deposit." \7hi.te
(1.992, 364), too, although not expJicidy supporting this
posi.t ion, argues for further analvsis of museum
collections, rather than focusing on on-going excavation
material. These sentiments are difficult to sustain after
reviewing the published l i terature. I t  seems that the
context is the starting point for such studies because the
non-normative nature of them is the first aspect to draw
attention in excavation. It is aiso fundamental to the
interpretation of the remains. One of the more recent
examples of disarticulated and burnt remains of 4l adults
and subadults, mixed with the remains of rats, birds, and
fish, comes from the island of Nfangaia, southern Cook
Islands, in a rock shelter used by humans between 1390
and1470 AD (Steadman et a/.2000). The authors describe
this rock shelter as a ritualistic site where ". . .human body
parts, as well as some fish, rats and a few birds were
cooked in earth ovens...".  These remains are more l ike
the fragmented human remains, possibly from sacri f ices,
found at temples (Marae) on the island than they are like
cave burials. This disparity leads the authors to suggest
that the rock shelter remains do not ^ppear to be in a
mortuarv context (Anton and Steadman 2003).
White (1992, 422ff.) lays out the sequence of pro-
cedures that are required in the analysis of heavi iy
fragmented and scattered human remains. These are:
dis covery, exp o s ure, reco rding, lab elling, lifung, transp ort,
washing, sorting by element, attribute recording, refitting,
^natomrc^l analysis, photography, and curation. The first
six parts of this sequence occur before the assemblage
reaches the laboratory, while the remaining seven occur
once the material reaches the laboratory. Much of this
sequence occurs prior to material leaving the field. This
emphasises the importance of the context and relation-
ships among parts of the assemblage that can'oniy be
recovered in the field. It is the absence of these earlv oarts
of the procedure that make interpretations of morto^ry
treatment difficult to distinguish from one another. The
possibiliry exists, as well, that remains may have gone
through more than a single process and the unique
signatures are inter-mixed.
I(antner (1999) relies heavilv on the archaeological
context to aid the interpretation of his factor analyses of
sites in the American Southwest exhibiting non-normative
burials. One of the three groupings comes from sites with
taphonomic indicato rs as s o ciated with h eavily fragmented
human remains of, in the main, males. These appear to
have been rarely intentionally inhumed but were found
scattered indiscriminately on the floors of pueblo complex
rooms. These individuals possess evidence of inter-
personal violence in the form of embedded projecule
points and peri-mortem breakage that did not involve
heavy fragmentarion of the remains, akhough there are
peri-mortem fractures due to what has been interpreted
as result ing from rocks being thrown down from above
on the individuals. They lack pot polish, anvtl abrasions,
cutmarks, and evidence of burning. There is no apparent
absence of vertebrae and a reduced frequencv of frag-
mented remains. Neady all of these sites date to Pueblo
III times (AD 1 100-1300).
In l{antner's second grouping, which dates to the
preceding Pueblo II period (r. AD 900 to 1100), are sires
that have produced fragmented remains, but include some
intentional burials and also those that dispiay pot polish
and evidence for scalping. These remains, though, are not
found in association with non-human animal remains and
consist of groups of al l  ages and both sexes buried
together or in close proximity. A benign climate at this
time seems to mitigate against an explanation of survival
cannibalism, but evidence for extreme violence- scalping
and multiple peri-mortem cranio-facial fractures- and the
presence of pot polish in the contexr leads I(antner (1999,
93)  to  character ise these as ind icat ive o f  poss ib le
cannibalism. Given the evidence for extreme violence,
the cannibal ism appears to have been performed to
denigrate the deceased and, perhaps, as a means of
intimidauon and humiliation.
In summary, then, I(antner (1999) argues that these
sites represent two different behaviours. Those from
Puebio II times are bn-rtalised casualties of warfare with
perhaps some canniba l ism,  whi le  those f rom the
succeeding Pueblo III period are more likely to represent
war casualties who had sustained peri-mortem injuries as
a result of violent confl ict.  The palaeodemographic
profiles seem also to support thrs difference with the latter
being mainly males, while the former includes groups of
both sexes and more variable ages at death. These profiles,
then, are much like the mass graves found at Early
Neclithic sites, as at Schletz in Austria (Teschler-Nicola e/
al. 1999) and Talheim in Germany fWahl and Konig
1987), as opposed to that from Towton, England (Fiorato
et a/. 2000), which contained the remains of males, solely,
and are thus more like the Pueblo III sites described by
I{antner (1999).
The context of cannibalism and commensal
politics in world later prehistoryt
The question of cannibaLism has been posed within the
framework of more recent fascination with the behaviour
and i ts dehumanising fearures. This framework has
contributed to a polemrcal atmosphere that has as much
to do with recent history and ethnic tensions as it does
with past history and events. As a result considerarions of
the social context of cannibalism have been overshadowed
bv modern reactions to the behaviour. For example,
instances have been ascribed to social pathology (Turner
1993, Turner and Turner 1,999),  ^verv modern concepr.
Today, cannibalism is treated as a criminal activity (the
raiders discussed by Gardner (1999), above, were tried in
court and incarcerated for their actions). Under what
social circumstances might such a pracrice have been given
significance in the past, rhough? In instances of survival
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canniba l ism- one corr ld  nos i r  rhar  rhe behav iour  occurredr " " "
under stressful environmental circumstances, whether
among stranded seafarers (see above) or among protein-
starved Aztecs (Harner 1977), although the latter has
manifest socio- political overtones, while the former m^y
be attributed to the vicissitudes of cl-imate ($Fagan 2000).
Many recent studies of food have considered it as more
than a means of sustenance and have attempted to delve
into the symbolic and social aspects of food and i ts
consump t i on  (D ie t l e r  1990 ,  2001 ;  Hami l ak i s  1998 ;
Hamilakis and I{onsolaki 2004). These studies indicate
that certain foods - meats and various beverages especially
- are consumed rather infrequendv and only for certain
special occasions, such as during festivals or rites of
passage. In the absence of evidence for widespread and
sustained cannibalism, it would seem that if human flesh
was consumed, then this consumption may have been
sporadic and, like survival cannibalism, occurred only
under very particular circumstances.
Food, its acquisition, preparation, and consumption
are intimately linked to obtaining pre-eminent social
status, as well as maintenance of the social structure and
social organisation of society. A number of researchers
have Linked the mass consumption of food to feasting
(Hayden 1996, Parker Pearson 1999), a social behaviour
that takes on a greater role under conditions of emetgent
or developed social inequalitv. The social significance of
feasting intensifies with the adoption of and dependence
on agricultural products that can be stored to support
mass  consump t i on  (Hayden  1990 ) .  D ie t l e r  ( 1996 )
identifies three patterns of feasting within the political
economy: the entrepreneurial, the patron-client, and the
diacritic. Although he did not discuss these in the context
of cannibalism, all of these could be seen to operate in
instances of cannibalism.
The first of these, entrepreneurial feasting, is associated
with the work-party feast, in which an individual provides
food and refreshment in order to bring together a
sufficient work-force to complete an undertaking that
brings increased social prestige to the host. Williams (crted
in Carneiro 1990, 206) noted that: "Human bodies are
sometimes eaten in connection with the building of a
temple or canoe; or on launching a large canoe; or on
taking down the mast of one which has brought some
chief on a visit; or for feasting of such as take tribute to a
principal place." The second of these, the patron-client
feast, is a formalised use of the feast to symbolically
legitimise unequal social power and is associated with the
lavish feasts of chiefs in pre-state societies. As Carneiro
(1990, 205) remarks, "Although commoners were allowed
to partake of human flesh, it was chiefs who were l,', F^*
the mosr accomplished cannibd;: M;; ' ; i ; ;  ;1j ;
chiefs were famous for the quantity of human flesh they
had consumed." The third of these rypes of feast, the
diacritic, involves the use of special foods and special
means of preparation and/or service thar symbolica]lv
reifies rank differences in social groups. This rype involves
elaborate service vessels from which exotic or difficuir rcr
produce foods or drinks are served. These mav be similar
to those found in ancient Nlesoamerica, where powerful
individuals engaged in sacrifice and consumprion on
special feast days associated with a deity when the
".. .sacdficed person is quartered and the meat is prepared
as a meal with squash flowers for the gendemen and
principals, who eat it in a ritual manner" (Fernindez,
quoted in Turner and Turner 1999,41,7).
Hayden (1996,  137fD argues that  these soc ia i lv
competitive feasts can be idenufied in the archaeological
record by the following:
1.  Abundant  resource bases capable  o f  prov id ing
surpluses
2. Special foods used for feasting
3. Special vessels used for serving feasting food
4. The use of prestige items that food surpluses could
be converted into
5. The occurrence of special grounds or structures
where feasting events could be held
6. The occurrence of 'Triple A' (ambitious, aggressive,
accumulative) individuals having more wealth and
influence than others in the communiry. They are also
calLed aggrandtzers, accumulators, and acquisators.
The question is, then, does cannibalistic behaviour fit
within this scheme. Given that there seems to be nt_>
evidence that any human society subsists for any extended
period of time solely on eating members of their own
kind (save,  perhaps among the Aztecs) ,  the act  o f
cannibalism should be seen, perhaps, as an extension of
feasting. From the published literature, the vessels that
would have served this purpose would help us to under-
stand how such actions u/ere perceived. \Were such vessels,
like the corrugated pots found with human remains in
them in the American Southwest or the 'great red and
yeliow bowl', similady associated with the remains of
humans found ^t Azcapotzalco, Mexico, dating from the
Teotihuac6n period (Harner 1911), considered part of
feasting paraphernalia? If so, one would expect to find
evidence o f c annibaListic behaviour as s ociated with c ertain
kinds of vessels and special implements, such as the
'cannibal forks'of Fi j i  (Carneiro 1990,204) reserved for
consumption of feasting foods, including human flesh.
Turner and Turner (1999) note the ceremonial and ritual
context of sacrificial and cannibalistic rites in Meso-
american feasts centred on the consumption of special
foods, including those derived from humans. This mav
invo lve bouts  o f  consumpt ion where a number  o f
individuals are consumed, or indeed, only one, perhaps tc.r
symbolise the triumph of the consumer and his or her
group over the consumed. This is often done to capture
the essence or the personal strength of the individual
consumed, but can also be viewed, simultaneously, as an
act of supreme denigration and disempowerment by those
cont r ibut ing ind iv idua ls  who are earen (see Carnei ro
1 e90) .
__-I
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I{antner (1999) places r.vhat appear to be the relauvelv
rare instances of cannibalism in the American Southwest
in this context, where Pueblo II times are characterised
b) '  socra l  inequal i tv  on a much grander  sca le  than in
preceding Basketmaker and Puebio I (prior to AD 900)
t imes (see also Haas 1990). Turner and Turner's (1999)
survey supports the view that the period berween 900 and
1300 AD in the area occupied bv the Anasazi experienced
violence on a previously unprecedented scale. In their
review of 7 6 sites with evidence of fragmented remains
found in non-normative burial contexts, Turner and
Turner (1999) accept 38 of 76 sites to be valtd;286
individuals of all ages and both sexes come from these
sites and fit the criteria for cannibalism.
Importantly, another 445 individuals from their survev
had sustained injuries due to violenr trauma, again with
al1 ages and both sexes being affected. These include five
sites associated with towers interpreted as defensive
strlrctures that occur in the Largo Gallina area of New
t\Iexico ffurner and Turner 1993). They do not meet the
cri teria for cannibai ised remains bur appear to have
resulted from violent raids initiated in the areain the same
period, 1i00-1300 AD, in which suspected cannibalism
also occurred. A-lthough they possess some of the same
features of cannibalised remains, such as a lack of formal
burial of muluple individuals, evidence for peri-mortem
burning in one case (from what has been interpreted as a
result of a burning roof collapse), and fragmentation of
remains, they iack the level of fragmentation, anvi l
abrasions, and cutmarks associated with cannibal ised
remains. In addition, these bodies are mosdy complete,
with vertebrae well-represented. When they do possess
anvil abrasions, these are associated with signs of peri-
mortem trauma in the form of embedded project i le
points, mutilation, scalping, and body part removal (hands
and feet) as trophies. Viscero-cranial trauma in these
remains occurs without the anvil abrasions that would
indicate butchery directed at removal of the brain.
Importantly, the sex profile of these remains is skewed
with the remains of males outnumbering those of females
in a 5:1 (26 to 5) ratio and with the majority (51 out of 55)
over the age of 12 years at death. Thus the association of
these remains with defensive structures, the evidence for
peri-mortem trauma, and the nearly entirelv adult male
make-up of these sites serves to differentiate them from
those with evidence for cannibalised remains. Turner and
Turner (1993) note that rwo of these sites could have
resu l ted f rom canniba l ism had they demonst ra ted
evidence for burning or heating of remains. It is thus
highly possible that the rwo forms of behaviour, violence
and cannibalism, could co-occur at the same site, just as
they seem ro co-occur in r ime.
On the basis of previousl,v idenufied material cutture
connections with Mesoamerrc^n state-level societ ies
(including the burial of an inCvidual exhibiting dental
modi f icat ion l ike  thar  pract iced in  Mesoa- . r - i . " ,  , . .
Gel- ler. rhis volume), where rhere is ample evidence of
ins t i tu t iona i ised sacr i f ice  and canniba l ism recorded
ethnographical- lv, erhnohisroricalh',  and rhrough rhe srudv
of human remains -Turner andTurner (1,999,484) argue
that ". . . the majori ty of Chaco Anasazt cannibal episodes
resulted from acts of violent terrorism, possiblv combined
with ritual, incited by a few zeaious cultists from Vlexico
and their descendant followers who possessed the deadly
knowledge of certain Mexican socio-religious and warfare
practices." Cannibaijsm in this context mav have been
used as a means of social control and intimidation. It
would have served to cement the loyalty of the group by
distingurshing the prestige and power of leaders who could
dehumanise others by transmuting them into comestibles,
while acting as a'warning to dissenters, as well as outsiders.
In this context, it is perhaps illustrative to nore that at
Cowboy Wash 5MT10010 the only mear consumed by
those leav ing behind rhe i r  droppings was apparenr ly
human (Billman et al. 2000, Lambert et a/. 2000b, 404).
This uniquely human signature suggests thar the con-
sumption of human flesh may have occurred over a very
short time, more like that associated with consumption of
a special food in a feast.
C onclusion dnd fufiher research
From the appearance of Table 17.1, the procedures for
s tudying as s emblage s o f peri-mortally fragmented remains
are not uniform, nor is their reporting. It is also clear that
the leve l  and s tandard o f  record ing requi res more
sustained attention. There are many examples reviewed
here (those for which there is only a "YES" indicated)
where a particular feature is only mentioned but without
rdenufying the level or intensity of the feature noted. The
depiction of features, too, needs to be improved with
further use of photographs, Line drawings of the location
of traits for comparison across sites, and greater use and
publicatron of SEIU images in order to bolster inter-
preta t ions.  I t  comes as no surpr ise,  then,  that  in
summarising the osteologicai features associated with an
interpretation of cannibalism, I(antn er (1,999, 84) writes:
"The conc lus ion,  therefore,  is  that  none of  the
taphonomic criteria constitutes definitively convincing
evidence for the occurrence of cannibalism." He (ibid.)
envisions the application of biochemical evidence as a
means of refining the arguments to support the inter-
pretat ion of cannibai ism. The Cowboy Sflash site in
southv/estern Colorado has since seen the application of
such evidence, where biochemical analvsis oF faeces in
association with human skeletal remains with cutmarks
consistent with those resulting from butcherv appears to
have confirmed that the bodies of individuals were
consumed in the prehistoric American Southvrest during
Pueblo times (r. 1150 AD) (}{arlar et a/. 2000). Due to the
unusual contextual features of this site, the protocol is
unique, combining osteological,  archaeological,  and
biochemica l  ev idence of  excte ted faeces,  and not
appJicable in the others reviewed here.
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In the absence of such evidence, it is particularly clear
that there is no single trair or traits of an assemblage that
can be easily and uniqueiy associated with cannibalism. In
their consideration of the influence of cultural values on
the form that cannibalism takes, Rautman and Fenton
(2005,  338)  note that  " . . . ' canniba l ism per  se has no
necessary correiation with anv particular postmortem
treatment of the human body." The easy alacrity with
which scattered human remains were l inked with
cannibal ism in the past can certainly no longer be
sustained. \fhat, though, of cannibalism itself from the
study of bone assemblages? It seems that, although there
are well- founded means to demonstrate that human
remains have been processed, there is no clear way to
distingursh a mortua(y treatmenr involving defleshing and
dismemberment from cannibal ism. The longitudinal
splitting and fragmentation of some assemblages do not
f i t  easi ly with this mortuary r i te, however, but this
combination of features is recorded ethnographically,
such as with the treatment of suspected witches in the
American Southwest. The separation of bone fragments
over an area, though, seems inconsistent with this peri-
mortem treatment, where - in the absence of subsequent
disturbance - helically broken bone fragments would be
expected to be found in close approximation to one
another- like the victims of suspected rock falls.
Dist inguishing endo-cannibal ism from exo-
cannibal ism may depend on f inding evidence for
cannibalistic behaviour in conjunction with evidence for
peri-mortem injuries, although as in Graver et a/.'s (2002)
and Novak and I(ollman's (2000) examples, this is often
seen as evidence for death in violent circumstances
without invoking cannibalism. At the present time, it is
clear that there is no agreed upon means by which to
dist inguish endo-cannibal ism from exo-cannibal ism,
although as noted above some of the assbciated part
representations and spatial patterns may be suggestive of
each of these (see Villa et a/. 1.986b, I(antner 1999). Due
to similari t ies between carnivore damage to human
remains and those modified by humans, a fundamental
covering argument must be to exclude carnivore
involvement in the creation of such assemblages. Part of
torture or ceremony, rhough, might also include feeding
animals on human flesh, the fate of the torsos of sacrificed
individuals that were fed to animals in the ruler's zoo in
the Aztec Emptre (Harner 1977).
Whether researchers interpret heavi ly fragmented
human remains as evidence forprisoner-sacrifice Samieson
1983), witch torture and killing (Darling 1998), genocidal
attack (D ongo s k e e t a /. 2000), being b eaten to death (Graver
et a|.2002), survival cannibalism (I(eenleyside et a/.1997),
gastronomic cannibalism (Fern6ndez-Jalvo et a/. 1999),
civil war (lrJovak and I{ollman 2000), massacre (Melbye
and Fairgrieve 1994), rituaLised violence (OElvie and
Hilton 2000), institutionalised cannibaiism (Turner and
Turner 1 9 9 9), raiCng and cannib alism (I-amb ert e t a /. 2000 a
and b), or social parhology (Turner 1993),al l  seem ro agree
that these human remains indicate periods oflocal environ-
mental and/ or social instability that produced interpersonal
violence and, in some cases, what mav have been endemic
wzrfare (see also LeBlanc 1,999). Novak and I(ollman
(2000) document si.milar bone pattern assemblages at rhe
ninth-century Backhoe Village site in south-central Utah,
USA, among Fremont horticulturalists that predate the
Anasazj sites further to the south, so the same types of
human remains deposits may also be found in the Great
Basin, outside the Anasazi Culture atea.In essence, then,
this may be part and parcel of the development of more
highlv socially integrated (i.e. complex) societies in this
area.  As Ear le  (1987,  293)  notes:  " In tense war fare
charactertztng stateless societ ies may favor f the
development of] regional chiefdoms." In others, similar
patterning may be minimally interpreted as an elaboration
::::""*ry 
rites, whether cannibalism can be sustained or
Essentially, no-one disagrees with the evidence for
peri-mortem fracturing and most of the physical features
(save, perhaps, pot pol ish - see I(antner 1999) and
unusual burial contexts of these assemblages. \Mhat is
more revealing about these various arguments is that
researchers are more accepting of the occurrence of what
must have been endemic violence for decades, if not
centuries, perpetrated on men) women, chi ldren, and
infants - even seeing such an interpretation as 'more
conservative' (Grav er et a/. 2002) than one of cannibalism.
This perhaps has more to say about howviolence is viewed
(and accepted) today. Apparend|, modern dispositions
are better able to cope with interpretations of what must
have been considerable brutality and cruelry to the living
or, potentially, desecration of the deceased if fragmen-
tation occurred immediately after death, as long as it was
perpetrated without then eating the flesh of the deceased.
In the absence of faeczl material (i.e. coprolites) upon
which to perform biochemical assays, it seems that one of
the most direct forms of evidence for cannibalised human
remains may be tooth punctures like those noted by\X,tute
(1992) on the Mancos remains, and which DeGusta (1999,
225) notes as an untested possibiliry in the Navatu remains
from Fij i .  I f  this type of evidence could be clearly
dist inguished from similar punctures produced by
animals, then this would seem to be an immensely
important indicator of cannibalism. At least, it would
suggest mastication of human bones by humans. Tooth
puncture marks from some carnivore species have been
differentiated from measurements made on moulds of
the pits produced by animal teeth (Pickering et a/. 2004
and references therein). These could be supplemented by
SEM analvsis to aid further differenriation of human and
non-human tooth marks (see also Blumenshine et a/.
1996). Perhaps due to the lack of comparative studies,
this feature of the Mancos remains has not received much
attention in literature published since. I(antner (1999) in
his synthesis of rhe raphonomic features of apparendy
cannibalised remains does not mention it. i
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As in other instances when arguments are based on the
physicai evidence of human remains, the recoverv and
recnrd ino of  rhe bur ia l  context  and knowledoe . l f  the
general pattern of the morruary variabi l i ty of a given
region over contiguous periods of time is essential. If
cannibatsm is an adjunct to, or an extension of, feasting
and power politics, then the potentiai of environmental
upheaval to produce or exacerbate these processes needs
to be addressed as well, if for no other reason than to rule
out cases of cannibalism related to short-term envi.ron-
mental disturbances. As White (1992) has previouslv
noted, there is a need for further experimental work on
caphonomic  aspec t s  o f  an ima l  and  human  rema ins
assemblages. These are required to be specific to different
environmental circumstances (/  Andrews and Cook
1 eBs).
In the absence of anaiogous controlled instances of
human cannibalism (cases of modern human cannibaiism
being rare and the physical features of such remains being
unpublished as far as the authors are aware), interpretive
models based on analogies drawn from the behaviours of
non-human primate hunting and consumption of ktlls
might provide some additional insights. As White, the
Turners, and other researchers have noted, the assem-
blages associated with suspected cannibalism possess a
reiative absence of vertebrae, a feature usually attributed
to the preparation and consumption of these cancellous-
filled bones. but which could also be associated with
variable preservation and heavilv disturbed deposits (see
Outram 2004), some of which may represent post-
mortem manipulauon of the dead, as in secondary burial.
In a study of chimpanzee carnivory at Gombe National
Park, Tanzanra, Plummer and Standford (2000) noted
the relat ive paucity of rhese elements in hunted red
colobus monkey (Colobus badius) remains, which make up
only a little over 2.0 0/o of the surviving remains. Crantal
elements (60.0%) and hemi-mandibuLae (40.0o/o) con-
tributed the greatest number of surviving elements, with
those of the appendicular skeleton and pectoral and pelvic
girdles fallrng in between, forming berween 11.1, and22.2
0/o of remains. These authors also note the occurrence of
chimpanzee canine puncture marks in the cran:ra of these
monkeys. As in the eadiest instances of cannibalism (see
above), these remains were not cooked or roasted before
consumption. This type of non-human primate dara,
although drawn from a study of a small  number of
individuals G.{=5) appears to provide some support for
the association of some of the indicators of cannibalism
with archaeologically retrieved assemblages thought to
have been cannibalised by humans. Thus rype of research
is a good complemenr to invesdgadons of human remains
with a recent history or reports of cannibal ism (/
Rautman and Fenton 2005) .  Wi thout  these fur ther
controls and concerted efforts, it mav not be possible to
dissociate closely related mortuarv behaviours and our
i n re rp re ra t i ons  w i l l  con t i nue  ro  bc  he ld  hos rage  t o
equifinalitv.
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